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Oreck Hoky sweeper Hoky PR3200
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Model : PR3200
Oreck Hoky sweeper Hoky PR3200
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Manufacturer : ORECK
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Oreck Hoky - Oreck Hoky sweeper picks up wet or dry debris
Works both as a carpet sweeper and floor sweeper
otorBlade wipers are washable The Hoky Wet/Dry sweeper
with the exclusive, patented RotoBlade TM wipers pick up wet
or dry debris that other carpet and floor sweepers cannot!
Use it anywhere, any time. Hoky cleans up almost everything
wet or dry. Fruit, vegetables, dirt, flour, thread, ashes, grass,
sand, pins, paper clips, glass, even nails. It picks up from
carpet or bare floors - tile, brick, concrete, terrazzo, vinyl - in
the kitchen at home or at the office. Hotels, clubs, churches,
schools, lounges - even at the restaurant salad bar. The Hoky
carpet and floor sweeper is great for stairs, steps and any
area where vacuuming is difficult. Low profile cleaning head
reaches under furniture, cleans close to baseboards and
walls. RotorBlade™ wipers rinse easily with running water.
Silent, washable Rotorblade out performs and out lasts bristle
brushes found in most others. Even picks up wet lettuce from
tile floors. This sweeper uses a high-quality, natural boar
roller brush to clean up almost everything - dirt, flour, thread,
ashes, grass, sand, pet hair, pins, paper clips, even broken
glass. It picks up from carpet or bare floors - tile, brick,
concrete, terrazzo, vinyl - in the kitchen at home or at the
office. Hotels, country clubs, churches, schools, lounges Hoky is quiet and fast. This is not your ordinary carpet
sweeper. The Oreck Hoky® PR3200 Color: Midnight Blue
Weight: 3.7 lbs. Width of cleaning head: 12.5 inches Height
of cleaning head: 3.5 inches Length of cleaning head: 11
inches Handle Grip: Soft sure grip 1 year warranty against
manufacturer's defects Four horsehair corner brushes.
Made in U.S.A.
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Price : $98.00

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 05 May, 2008
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